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We prove a strong law of large numbers for functionals of nonhomogeneous Markov chains. The approach is 
analytic and different from the usual one. 
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expectation 
Let (X,,, II > 0) be a nonhomogeneous Markov chain with the state space S = [ 1,2, . . . ] and 
transition matrices P,,, n 2 0. Iffy (n > 0) is a real function defined on S, the process V;,(X,), 
n > 0) is called a functional of the Markov chain (X,, n > 0). 
There have been some researches on the strong law of large numbers for Markov chains. 
Chung ( 1967) presents some remarkable results in the case of a homogeneous Markov 
chain withx, =f ( IZ > 0). Rosenblatt-Roth ( 1964)) by means of the ergodic coefficient of a 
stochastic transition function, tries to give us some necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the strong law of large numbers in the case of a nonhomogeneous Markov chain. It should 
be mentioned that some of the results by Rosenblatt-Roth [7] are based on an incorrect 
proof (cf. M. Iosifescu’s review in Zentralblatt fur Mathematik 127 ( 1967) 354-355). 
Here we prove that, under some conditions of classical form, the stochastic processes 
]E(.f;,,+,(X,,,+,) I X,?,), m > 0)) k > 0, simultaneously obey or do not obey the strong law 
of large numbers, and give some sufficient conditions for the strong law of large numbers 
to hold for a functional of a nonhomogeneous Markov chain. The approach used in this 
paper is rather different from the usual one. The main idea is to construct a suitable monotone 
function and to use Lebesgue’s theorem on a.s. differentiability of monotone functions. 
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Let (g,,, n > 0) be a sequence of positive, even and continuous functions on R such that, 
as Ix 1 increases, 
g,(x)~lxl t 9 sn(x)Ix21 > n>O. (1) 
Theorem 1. Let V;,(X,,), n > 0) be a functional of a nonhomogeneous countable Markoc 
chain IX,,, n > 0) and 0 <a,, t ~0. Zf (g,,, n >/ 0) satisfies condition ( 1) and 
c ag,,V;,(&))) (x 
PI g,(aJ 
then 
c .f,(&) -mL(X,,) IL,) comerges a.s. , 
n a,, 
(2) 
(3) 
and 
1 2 V;,(X,) -EV;,(X,) IX,1pk)) +O a.s. 
)I ,I = I 
(4) 
for all k > 1 (where X-,, = const., n 2 1) . 
Proof. Let the initial distribution and transition matrices of {X,,, n > 0) be, respectively, 
q(l), q(2), q(3), . . . , (5) 
P,, =(p,,(i,j)) , i,jE& n>O, (6) 
wherenAG) =P(X,,+, =j ) X,, = i) . Throughout the proof we shall deal with the underlying 
probability space ( [ 0, l), 9, P), where 9 is the class of Bore1 sets in the interval [0, 1 ), 
and P is the Lebesgue measure. We first give, in the above probability space, a realization 
of the Markov chain with initial distribution (5) and transition matrices (6). 
Let 
4(nj) , i= I, 2, . . . ) (7) 
be the positive terms of (5), where n, <n, <n, < ... Divide the interval [ 0, 1) into 
countably (possibly finitely) many right-semiopen intervals: d,,, xC1 =n,, n2, . . ., i.e. 
4 = 10, q(n,)) y dr12= [q(n,), dn,) +q(n2)), . . . , 
which will be called intervals of order 0. In general, suppose d,, _,,, is an interval of order 
n, and the positive elements of the x,,th row of the matrice P,,, in their natural order, are 
p,l(x,,, mi) , i= 1, 2, . . 
By dividing d.,,,.. .l,i into countably many right-semiopen intervals d,,,. ._T,,,,I + (x,, + , = q, 
i= 1, 2, . ..) at the ratio 
p,,(x,,, ml) :P,?(x,,, mz) :p,,(x,,, m3) : ... 1 
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the intervals of order IZ + 1 are constructed. It is easy to see that 
n-l 
P(d,,...,J =9(&J n P,,(-%. &+ I) 
m = 0 
For 12 > 0, define a random variable X, : [ 0, I ) + S by 
(8) 
X,,(w) =x, , if wEd,,...,, . 
By (8) and (9) we have 
n-1 
P(X, =xg. . . . . X,=x,) =P(d,,...,) =4(x,) I-I P~(x,, x,+1) . 
WI-0 
(9) 
(10) 
Therefore {X,,, n > 0) be a Markov chain with initial distribution (5) and transition matrices 
(6). 
Since hypothesis (2) can be rewritten as 
c ~(J%?,ti(X,)) IX,-,)lg,(a,)) <mp (11) 
and E(g,Cf,(X,) ) ( X,Z_I) is a nonnegative random variable (n > 1)) by ( 11) , we have 
C Ws,cf,(X,)) IXn-,)lgn(an) converges as. (12) 
II 
For n > 0, define the function f ,T by 
(13) 
By ( I), g,,(x) t as 1x1 increases, and by (2), we have 
; W:(XJ ffm(Xnl)) = C j,l.,lx,,!j, >U,,r J’(dw) 
“1 
Hence { f, (X,,) ) and df ,* (X,,) } are equivalent sequences and, in particular, 
C cf X(X,,,) -./AX,) ) la,,, converges a.s. 
,?1 
(14) 
Let i E S, and let h be a nonzero constant. If P(X, _ , = i) > 0, then let 
Qn<k i) =Wexp(U.L(X,) -WMXJ I X-, =i))la,, I X-, =i)) 
(n> 1) . (15) 
ItiseasytoseethatO<Q,,(A,i)<m (n>l). 
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Let ti denote the collection consisting of the interval [ 0, 1) and the intervals of all orders. 
Define a set function p on ti by 
F(dX,...X”) 
where C,, denotes the sum taken over all possible values of xi. By ( lo), ( 15) and ( 16), it 
is easy to see that 
c F(&.. ,,,) = F(d,WX-,) . (19) 
Xn 
By ( 16)) ( 17) and ( 19), p is additive. Hence there exists an increasing function& defined 
on [0, 1) such that 
Ad,“. .X,) =f*(d,:,...J _fA(d,...,J 9 
for any d,,,...,,, where d,:. .x,, and d,. x,I denote respectively the right and left endpoints of 
d, ,,... x,, Let 
(20) 
If lim, P(dx,,...,j,) = d > 0, then 
lim t,( A, w) = ( 1 ld) lim F( dxo...xn) exists and is finite ; 
,t n 
(21) 
and if lim, P( d,,.. .,,) = 0, according to a property of the derivative (see [ 1, p. 4231)) by 
(20) we have 
lim r,,(A, w) =f i(w) , (22) 
n 
iff i(w) exists. Sincef, is a monotone function, it is a.s. differentiable. Therefore by (2 1) 
and (22) we have 
lim [,,(A, w) exists and is finite a.s. 
,1 
(23) 
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By (9), (lo), (16) and (20) we have 
for all w. Hence, by (23), 
exists and is finite as. 
Noticing that 
Qm(h Xm- ,I 
and 
=E(exp(Adft(Xn,>-ECf~(Xm) 1 X,_,))la, ) x,,_,) (t~~&i) 
O<e”-1-x<x2e’ for -t<x<t, 
by (13) we have 
o<Q,(A,X,,~,) - 1 
=~(ew(ACf~(Xm)-W,*(Xm) IX,,-,))lu,IX,-,))-I 
=E(ew(A(f,*(X,)-W,*(XJ IX,-,))lu,)-1 
-A(fZ(Xm)-WZ(Xm) IX-,))Ia,lX,,-,)I 
<A2e2’“‘E((ff(X,J)2 IX,_,) - (E(_f,*(X,,J IX,,_,>>2/u~ 
QA2e2’A’E(Cf~(X,))21X,~,)/a~2. 
By (l), if 1x1 <a,, then 
x2/a; <gg,(x)lg,(u,) for in> 1 
Hence 
V,*(XJ)2 
4?i 
~ kL~~(L)) ~ &Iv;n(-L)) 
g,(%J &(%) ’ 
m>l. 
Therefore 
o~Q,(AX-,) -1~A2e2’A’E(g,~~(X,>)lg,(a,> I X,-,1. 
By (12) we have 
(24) 
(25) 
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C (Q,(A, X,-r) - 1) converges as., 
“2 
or, equivalently, 
fi Q,( A, X,_ ,> converges a.s. 
l?l=l 
(26) 
Using (24), by (26) we have 
exists and is finite as. 
Because (27) holds for both A = 1 and A = - 1, we get 
c cf z (X,,,) - Ecf r?: (X,) 1 X, _ , ) ) /a, converges and is finite a.s. 
m 
(27) 
(28) 
By(l),wehave IxIla,<gn(x)/g,,(an) if 1x1 >a,.Hence 
I(m~x) I -L,)-wfwI> I x-,>)l%I 
= I-K6l(-K) -sn”w I K-,)~~, I 
<Et I.MXn> -f ~(Xn> I la, I X- 11 
=E(( Ifn(Xn> I ~a,M If,(X,J I >a,) I X,-,1 
~E((g,,Cf,(X,))lg,(a,))I( Ifn(xJ I >a,,) I Xv,> 
~R&V;z(Xn)) I L,)~&(~,J~ (29) 
Therefore, by ( 12) and (29) we have 
c (~cf,(X,,> I X-,> -W,*(X,) I X-,>)la, converges a.s. 
n 
(30) 
By (14), (28) and (30) we conclude that 
C cf,KJ -Ecf,,(X,,) I Xn-,))14 converges a.s. 
n 
(31) 
This completes the proof of ( 3) for k = 1. 
Fork> 1, (&k+nr, n 2 0 ] is a nonhomogeneous Markov chain too, and by (2) we have 
c 
E(g nk+mCfnk+m(Xnk+rn))) <~ (m=O f 
, ,...t k-l). 
n g,!++,(%k+,,) 
Hence 
zhc+m(xnk+m) -Etik+m(Xnk+m) 1 X(n--ljk+m) 
n ank + n, 
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converges a.s. (m=O, 1, . . . . k- 1) 
Therefore, 
c .L(X,> -.wAxn, I X,-k> 
n a, 
= ;g cJI”k+“‘x”k+“’ - “;:I:I”“‘m’ I xcn-l)k+m) con”erges a.s. ) 
n 
i.e. (3) holds for k> 1. 
Applying Kronecker’s lemma to (3) for each w in a set of probability one, we obtain 
(4) for all k 2 1. This completes the proof of the theorem. q 
It is obvious that, in the independent case, Ecf,(X,) ] X,_ ,) = Ef(X,) for all n > 0. 
Hence, Theorem 1 implies Loeve’s generalization of Kolmogorov’s result for sequences of 
independent random variables. 
For a stochastic matrix P = (p( i, j) ), denote 
6(P) = 1 s;~ C I~(i,j) -P(k, j) I . 
j 
The S(P) is called the &coefficient of P. It is well known that a nonhomogeneous Markov 
chain with transition matrices (P,] is weakly ergodic if and only if 
S(P (m.m-ck)) +O (k-m) for all m>O, 
where P (m~‘~‘+k)=P,~~~~~P,+c_-_ (see [4,p. 1491). 
Corollary 1. If 
Ifnm?)l GM, n2-0, 
and 
sup a(pcm.m+k) )+O (k-tw) t 
m 
(32) 
(33) 
(Condition (33) above can be thought as uniform weak ergodicity.) 
(34) 
Proof. By (32) we have 
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Ecf,(XJ >* 
g (n+l)* .,&<a> 
i.e., v;l(X,), n > 0) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 for g,,(x) =x2, a, = 12 + 1 (n > 0). 
Hence 
lim n & i V;n(XJ --WZKJ ( X,-J) =0 as. 
l?l=l 
Forallkal (X_,=Oform>l).Since 
and the left side of the inequality above is independent of k, we need only prove that 
lim sup lim sup 
k n 
--& t (UI.L(X,) I X,-k> -of, =O a.s. 
T?Z=O 
or, equivalently 
lim sup lim sup 
k ” 
& ‘ck C-W,,, 
m=O 
-Efm+k(Xm+k)) =0 as. , 
Denotingp’“‘Cj) =p(X,=j),p’“,“+k)(i,j) =P(X,+,=j ) X,,,,,), we have 
IEcf,+k(X,+,) 1 -%n) -%t+k(xm+d I 
(35) 
= c p(m.m+k) (Xm9j)fm+kti) - c P’m+k)ti)fm+kO‘) 
I j 
= C(P (m++k)(Xm, j) -~(~+~)(j))f~+~(j) 
J 
g sup c (P (m*m+k)(i, j) -p’“+k’(j))fm+k(j) , 
’ j 
and, by (321, 
(36) 
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sup c (P ‘“,“‘k’(i,j) -P’?~+k’(j))fm+kjj) 
’ j 
6 sup c (P (m*m+k)(i,j) _ C,(m,(,),(m.m+k)(S,j)) M 
’ I .T 
< sup Cp’“‘(s) sup c p(m,*fk)(i,j) -,cm*m+k)(S,j) M 
’ s ’ i 
= sup c IP cm,m+k)(i,j) -p(mm+k)(l, j) IM<2M sup fi(p(m,m+k)) .
i,s s m 
Hence 
lim sup lim sup 
k n 
G lim sup lim sup L kk 2M sup 6(P’m,“+k’) 
k n n+l m=() m 
= 2 lim sup M sup (6( Pcm.m+k))  = 0 as. 
k m 
The last equality follows from (33). This completes the proof of (35) and the proof of the 
corollary too. 0 
Corollary 2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1 for a, = n + 1, if 
sup c IP 
(Wr,m+k)(i,j) __p(m+k) 0’) I Ifm+ko’) I +‘o (k+m) 7 (37) 
m,i j 
wherep’“.“+k)(i, j) =P(X,,,+,=j I X,=i),p’m+k’(j) =P(X,,,+,=j), then 
lim n -$ 2 (LAX,) --WAX,))) =O a.s. 
m-o 
(38) 
(Condition (37) is something of a uniform weak weighted ergodicity of the chain.) 
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Corollary 1, we need only prove (35). By (36) we have 
j-$ nck (Etifnl+k(Xm+k) 1 xnt) -Efm+k(xm+k)> 
m=O 
< --L kk sup 1C (p(m,m+k)(i, j) -p’“+k’(j) )f,+k(j) / 
n+lmzo I j 
< -$ (n-k+ 1) sup “ck Ip(n’,mtk)(i, j) -p(mtk)(j) I Ifmtk(j) I . 
m,i , 
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Hence, by (37), 
lim sup lim sup 
k n 
-& nck (EV;n+k(Xm+k) 1 xm> -Ejn+k(Xm+k)) 
T?t=O 
< lim sup sup c I,cm’“+k’(i,j) -p’“+k’(j) ( i.tf;rr+ku) 1=o a.% 
k m,i j 
This completes the proof of the corollary. •l 
Theorem 2. Let v;l(X,,), n > 0) be a functional of a nonhomogeneous Markov chain (X,,, 
n&O} andO<a,Tm such that 
lim sup antk <C(k) <co. (39) 
n a, 
If 
(40) 
forsomer(l<r<2),then 
lim $ k cf,(X,) -Efm(X,)) 
n ( m=O 
-- 
’ ,g,, (i k$, (E&+k(Xm+k) 1 xm) -Efnt+k(Xm+k) ))=O a.s. 
a, 
(41) 
forallN(N>l). 
Proof.Lettingg,(x)=Ixlr(1~r~2),by (37) we have that Ifn(x,) , n 2 0} satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 1. Hence, for N > 1, 
- $ t (EV;n(-L) I X.,,-,)-Efm(Xd))=O a.s. 
??I=” 
for k= 1, 2, . ., N. Therefore, 
(42) 
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Noticing that Ecf,(X,) 1 X,,_,) =E’m(X,,,) as m < k, we have 
I; 2 2 (WJX,,,) I L-k> -J%m(xJ 1 
n k=l m=O 
= 1; ; 2 (W,,(X,) I X-k) -J%m(-G)) 
n k= 1 m=k 
= ‘+ t ‘ck (Ecfm+k(x,,+k) 1 xm) -Efm+k(xm+k)) 
n k=l m=O 
= I$ ; k (ECfm+k(Xm+k) 1 xm) -Ef,,+k(Xm+k)) -I 
n k=l m=” 
= $ m<O + f (Ecfm+k(xm+k) 1 xm> -Efm+k(Xm+k)) -I, 
k=l 
where 
I= 1; f 5 (Eti+,(X,+.~) I Xn+s-k)-Ef,+,(Xn+.))~ 
n k=l s=l 
Now, we shall prove that for all N> 1 we have 
lim I= 0 a.s. 
n 
(43) 
Let E> 0, s > 1. By Chebyshev’s inequality and Jensen’s inequality of conditional expec- 
tation, we have 
< -& EIEtf,+.~(Xn+,) 1 Xn+.~-k) Ir 
E anir 
1 
< 7 El.L+.AXn+,J 1’ (ka 1) . 
E an+s 
Hence, by (40) we get 
c 0 IU.A+s(X,I+S) I KC.,--k) l2~~,*.) G ; c EiL+;;:+.r)i’ <Oc. 
n n 
By the formula above and the arbitrariness of E> 0, we have 
lim -WI+S(XI1+S) I Xntr--k) =0 a.s., 
n an+.y 
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andby (39),weget 
lim fwiz+,a7+.J I &+s--k) =0 as. 
n a, 
forallk>,l,s>l.For~>O,s>l,wehave 
= I Ifn+.sL+J P(dw) l.h?+~(xr?+~)I <:.%h+r a II+3 
+ ! E Ifn+.~(xn+s) l’,(dm) r r If”+r(x”+>) I >mn+r & ants 
so, by (40), we get 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
By (45) and (46), we have 
lim sup 
IEfn+s(Xn+s> I <E . . 
n an+r 
Therefore, by the arbitrariness of E > 0, we have 
lim IEf+s(Xn+JI =o 
n a n+s 
foralls>l.By(39) weget 
lim IEf+,(X,+,) I 5. (47) 
” a, 
for s > 1. Now, from (44) and (47) we conclude that (43) is valid for all N > 1. 
Going back to (42)) by (43) we have 
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= lim $ e cf,,,KJ -Ef,(X,) 1 
n ( m=O 
=lim 
n ( 2 mco cf,(XJ -Efm(Xm)) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
Corollary 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, if 
then 
li; 1 i V;n(X,> -Efm(xm) ) =o U.S. 
* m=O 
Proof. Since 
= ;ly kg, (p (m,m+k)(Xmr j) -p(m+k)O’))fm+kO’) 
=s sup c ; f (p(m,m+k)(i,j) -p’“+k’O’))fnz+kO’) ) 
’ i k=l 
we have 
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By (48) and the inequality above we have 
lim “p lim “p$ 
N ,I 
2 $ f (ECfm+k(Xnz+k) 1 xrn) 
m=O k=l 
-EfnL+k(Xwl+k)) =o a& 
It is obvious that 
(49) 
1 n 1N -- a, r;,, GkF, (EV;n+k(Xm+k) 1 xm) -Efn,+k(xm+k)) 
+ b 2 ; 5 (Ecfm+k(xm+k) 1 x,,,) -Efm+k(X,n+k)) 
n m=O k=l 
Letting n + m first and then N -+ a, by (49) and Theorem 2, we get 
linm : k (f;,,(X,,) -WAX,,,) 1 = 0 a.s. 
” “L = 0 
This completes the proof of the corollary. 0 
Theorem 3. Let {X,,, n > 0) be a countable nonhomogeneous Markov chain and let f be a 
real function such that If(x) ) < M for all x E R. If 
sup c 
m.r j 
(“‘,r’zfk)(i,j) -p(j) +O (N+co) , (50) 
then 
a.5. 
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Proof. Since If(X,) 1 GM (n > 0)) we have 
~lf(xJ I 2 M2 
F (n+1)2 G F (n-t1)2 <t4. 
We conclude, by Theorem 1, that 
t “c’ (f(X,) -U.EX,,) I X,,-,)) +O a.s. 9 
m=O 
or, equivalently, 
Imitating the proof of Theorem 2, we can get 
Since 
‘“~‘“+kk)(X,nrj) -pci>>fV) 
(m.'n+k)(Xn,,j) -p(j) M 
GM sup C 
m,i , 
(m,m+k)(i, j) _po’) 
we have 
(51) 
(52) 
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=M sup C 
m,i , 
Hence,by(SO)and(53),asN+w, 
t I<: kkgI EV(-G+A I L) - Cfo’)pti> -0 as. 
j 
uniformly for all II > 1. Noticing that 
; I$lf(X.., - Cfci)FJci) 
= ((; “c’ Ax:.) - Cfci)pci)) 
Wl=O j 
-- 
( 
In-I 1 N 
n mGo&kgl ~cf(xn+k) I K?J - ~“fo’>Po’) 
j 
1) 
+ 
C 
knf $2 Jw(xfz+,) I L) - ~fO’)Pti) > 
m=O k=l j 
by (52) and (54) we have 
t Iclf(X.., + CfO)po’) a.s. 
i 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. q 
(53) 
(54) 
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